CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS for ENGLISH AND DRAMA JOURNAL

The Department of English and Drama and EDSS are proud to announce a call for submissions for a new annual online journal of critical student writing entitled:

WITH CAFFEINE AND CAREFUL THOUGHT.

(DEADLINE: JANUARY 31, 2013)

We are accepting papers in the field of English and Drama by registered UTM undergraduates. We particularly encourage adventurous and innovative essays of between 1000 and 3000 words, including all notes and references that were written for English and Drama courses.

All submissions will undergo a peer review process. Essays selected for publication will receive editorial advice from a board of professors and students and will be published online in the spring of 2013.

The types of writing we are hoping to feature will include:

--analytical essays on one or several literary texts --research papers on aspects of literary and dramatic history --essays on literary theory --essays that propose original theories of literary analysis --multi-media projects that incorporate material and digital artworks --works of criticism that are also creative performances, e.g. a commentary on a play written as dialogue

We do not currently accept poetry, prose fiction, or life writing.

Submissions should be emailed to englishanddramajournal@gmail.com by no later than January 31st, 2013. Questions can also be directed to that address. Please make sure that your submission has a title and accurate citations.